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Abstract— Within the ENIAC project “IMPROVE”, new algo-
rithms for virtual metrology and predictive maintenance are 
being developed to substantially enhance efficiency in European 
semiconductor manufacturing. The consortium comprises im-
portant IC manufacturers in Europe, solution providers, and 
research institutions. A major objective of the project is to make 
these new APC methods applicable in the existing fab systems of 
the IC manufacturers which widely differ in the automation in-
frastructure. A novel framework architecture for integration of 
the new control paradigms was researched and a software for 
implementation of the framework was developed. This paper 
describes the technical details and results of the framework de-
velopment, implementation, and test. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

In semiconductor manufacturing but also in related indus-
tries, e.g. in TFT manufacturing, the implementation of ad-
vanced process control (APC) systems has become essential to 
achieve technological requirements at continuously reduced 
process windows together with cost effective manufacturing. 
APC methods such as fault detection and classification (FDC), 
or run-to-run (RtR) control have been well implemented in IC 
fabrication and aligned with established quality control solu-
tions such as statistical process control (SPC). To ensure high 
process stability, high production yield and to support APC 
methods, stand-alone and integrated metrology of critical pa-
rameters remain key enablers to reliably determine quality pa-
rameters on monitor or product wafers. Unit process monitor-
ing and control should be performed in close time-frame after 
wafer processing possibly on a wafer-to-wafer basis or even in 
real time which may not be possible or affordable even with 
fast in-line measurements. This shortcoming is addressed by 
the concept of Virtual Metrology (VM) which is defined as the 
technology of prediction of post process metrology variables 
(either measurable or non-measurable) using process and wafer 
state information that could include upstream metrology and/or 
sensor data [1, 2]. Fig. 1 illustrates the typical place of execu-

tion of VM in a process flow: One or several process modules 
are embedded in a sequence of other process steps and moni-
tored by pre-process and post-process metrology. Typically, 
equipment and process data is available through an FDC sys-
tem which can then be provided to a VM module and supple-
mented with context information. The primary objective and 
key capability of the VM is to precisely predict a quality pa-
rameter of the wafer, typically on a wafer-to-wafer basis, e.g., 
by applying statistical models. 

Figure 1.  Place of execution of VM in a typical process flow. 

Figure 2.  Predictive Maintenance (PdM) workflow. 

Equipment maintenance is an additional relevant cost factor 
in semiconductor manufacturing. Currently maintenance is 
typically scheduled based on elapsed time or fixed unit count 
usage and maintenance frequency mainly depends on the pro-
cess engineer’s experience and on known wear out cycles of 
certain parts of the tool. The concept of predictive maintenance 
(PdM) aims at predicting upcoming equipment failures or 
events, their root causes and corresponding maintenance tasks 
in advance to improve uptime and availability and to reduce 
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operational cost and scrap. The concept of PdM is shown in 
Fig. 2. Data from equipment, metrology and sensors as well as 
VM predictions are provided to the PdM module. Statistical 
modeling is applied to predict upcoming faults and required 
maintenance actions based on the equipment health status as 
key number. Although being new APC methods, VM and PdM 
have received significant attention and a variety of publications 
on the development and application of VM and PdM algo-
rithms are available. An overview is provided in [3-5] for VM 
and in [6-8] for PdM, however a comprehensive compilation is 
beyond the scope of this paper. 

Another key requirement for VM and PdM is their capabil-
ity for integration into an existing fab infrastructure. Several 
authors have addressed this issue from conceptual approaches 
to proposed implementation solutions. Qin et al. [9] elaborated 
a concept for a fab-wide RtR control system which included 
supervisory control strategies for fab-wide control. Khan et al. 
enhanced this concept by the application of VM including pro-
cess examples and an assessment of issues for employment of 
VM on fab-level [10].  Cheng et. al. [11-13], Huang et al. [14, 
15], and Su et al. [16-18] provide a thorough description of 
solutions for an automated VM framework including various 
stages of automation levels, framework components and their 
integration into the fab environment, embedded devices for the 
distributed information collection and transfer and the integra-
tion of the automated VM framework into manufacturing exe-
cution systems (MES). Pan proposes a centralized fab-wide 
architecture utilizing the MES and FDC system and including 
real time SPC for VM supervision [19]. 

An objective within the European ENIAC project 
“IMPROVE” is to develop and implement new algorithms for 
VM and PdM to substantially enhance efficiency in semicon-
ductor manufacturing. A grand challenge within this task is that 
these new APC methods should be made applicable in the ex-
isting fab systems of the IC manufacturers which widely differ 
in the automation infrastructure. Hence, a novel framework 
architecture for integration of the new control paradigms was 
researched and a software for implementation of the framework 
was developed beyond the capabilities of existing solutions. 
This paper describes the technical details and results of the 
framework development, implementation, and test. The re-
mainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the 
approach taken to develop a generic and reusable architecture 
for the implementation of VM and PdM together with other 
control entities is described. In Section III, the concepts for 
modeling the generic architecture and its mapping to the real-
world fab infrastructures are elaborated. The software imple-
mentation of the framework is discussed in Section IV. In Sec-
tion V, the implementation of the framework, the specific mod-
ifications, and the results of the framework tests are elaborated 
at the example implementations performed at three IC manu-
facturers’ sites. 

II. APPROACH FOR A GENERIC AND REUSABLE FRAMEWORK 

ARCHITECTURE 

The challenge within IMPROVE to implement novel VM 
and PdM solutions for various fab infrastructures and operating 
at different automation levels required a comprehensive ap-
proach to ensure the reusability of the developed solutions and 

to avoid duplicated efforts and redundancies within specific 
implementations. 

In an initial step, basing on the state-of-the-art as described 
in the literature, a survey amongst the fabs to assess the status 
of control infrastructures and the requirements for implement-
ing new control paradigms was performed. This survey was 
complemented by collecting the state-of-the art in related in-
dustries, e.g. in the electronics and automotive industry. An 
additional key element during the specification was a collection 
of specific user requirements for development and implementa-
tion of VM, PdM, and a potential framework architecture. A 
catalogue with quantifiable criteria and well defined classifica-
tion of user requirements was circulated amongst the IC manu-
facturers and feed-back was collected and consolidated. The 
classification of specific user requirements is depicted in Fig. 3. 

Figure 3.  Classification of specific user requirements. 

A major result of this analysis was that the requirements did 
not widely differ amongst the different users and specifications 
for a generic architecture could be consolidated and derived: 
The generic architecture should not rely on a particular IT in-
frastructure but be adaptable to different real-world ones; the 
data format should also be generic enough to capture arbitrary 
physical dimensions and annotations; the algorithms for the 
actual analyses should be not only implementable in different 
programming languages ranging from MATLAB [20] to C, but 
also be exchangeable statically by configuration as well as dy-
namically at run-time. In response to these requirements, in 
particular the demanded generality, the development approach 
abstracted from the specific IT infrastructures of the IC-
manufacturers and introduced an “ideal” architecture on a con-
ceptual level which could accommodate for the integration of 
VM and PdM modules into a common model. SEMATECH’s 
Equipment Engineering System (EES) [21] was proposed as a 
starting point for the conceptual level and it was envisaged to 
define VM and PdM as Equipment Engineering (EE) applica-
tions (Fig. 4). This concept provided the advantage for the wide 
application of existing SEMI standards and, in fact, parts of the 
concept were included as inputs to an extension of the SEMI 
E133 standard [1]. 
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Figure 4.  Definition of VM and PdM as EE applications on a conceptual 
level and described in UML. 

However, it was necessary to turn the conceptual level into 
a concrete architecture that could be used as a blue-print for 
implementations and mappings to real-world infrastructures. 
For this purpose, the standard software modeling language 
UML (“Unified Modeling Language”) [22] was chosen which 
offers precise and engineering-based means to express the stat-
ic and dynamic structures of software systems. 

In accordance with architectural best practices, the EES 
was modeled as a component system. Components make clear 
what the system boundaries are and which adapters are needed 
for fab-integration, in response to the user requirement for gen-
erality. The use of ports on and connectors between compo-
nents provides an abstraction of the data to be exchanged but 
fixes what is provided and required by a component, in accord-
ance with the user requirement on flexible data formats. Using 
hierarchical components it can be made clear where algorithms 
can be plugged in, answering the user requirement for flexible 
algorithms. However, in order to be able to exchange plug-ins 
also dynamically at run-time, the component modeling ap-
proach has to be complemented by an approach for reconfigu-
ration. For this purpose a service-oriented methodology was 
chosen both for reifying static components and plug-ins (i.e., 
stubs for plug-ins). In fact, service-orientation blends well with 
component systems since the structure makes clear what is 
offered and provided by whom and who can access what. The 
paradigm of service-orientation induced to take the EE-
applications, like VM or PdM, to be high-level services that 
have to be supported by low-level services for data gathering 
and merging. These low-level services could replace existing 
individual solutions for data collection limited to specific in-
formation and particular data bases, be it from the equipment or 
between the EES applications. Additionally, the high-level 
services can be aggregated by employing service composition 
techniques, like the usage of workflows. Fig. 4 shows the pro-
posed architecture including basic VM and PdM modules 
modeled in UML. In a second stage, this ideal architecture was 
mapped to the existing infrastructures. For this purpose, the 

infrastructures had also to be rendered partially as UML com-
ponent models in order to identify the missing parts and the 
points of adaptation. 

III. MODELING OF THE FRAMEWORK 

The primary goal of the IMPROVE framework is to serve 
as a transparency layer between the different fab architectures 
and the EE application modules (VM, PdM) which also pro-
vides capabilities for the storage of fab data and prediction 
results. This is realized with a service-oriented approach that 
uses a data meta-model with general contexts in the form of 
key-value pairs. Workflows govern the sequence of processing. 
Fig. 5 shows the main components of the IMPROVE architec-
ture described in UML. The components on the left side are fab 
specific and connected to the framework with three defined 
interfaces. The Data Gathering Adapter can push fab data to 
the framework (in the data meta-model format) using the Data 
Push Port of the Data Aggregation and Workflow Notification 
Service (DAWN) or trigger workflows using the Workflow 
Initiation and Notification Request Port. The Data Access and 
Manipulation Adapter on the other hand provide a data pull and 
data manipulation interface to the fab using the same data me-
ta-model. Integration of the IMPROVE framework into a fab 
only requires the implementation of these two adapter compo-
nents. 

Figure 5.  Overview of the main components of the IMPROVE framework 
and their connections to the fab framework. 

EE Applications (VM, PdM) use workflows which are reg-
istered at startup using the Workflow Registration Port and are 
then triggered by DAWN via the Workflow Initiation and Noti-
fication Port. These workflows can access and change infor-
mation in the IMPROVE framework by using the Data Opera-
tion Port of DAWN. Data operations are formulated in the 
IMPROVE data meta-model. DAWN handles these requests 
transparently by either translating them into Structured Query 
Language (SQL) queries on the database or forwarding them to 
the fab specific Data Access and Manipulation Adapter. In 
addition, EE applications can access a library of data prepro-
cessing methods via the Data Preprocessing Port of DAWN. 
Workflows can be triggered by other workflows or by events 
like the elapse of time (for periodic tasks) or changes of data 
(for reactive tasks). Detecting changes to data in the 
IMPROVE data base may involve arbitrary queries. To handle 
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this efficiently a Continuous Query Notification (CQN) mech-
anism, available in several standard database systems like Ora-
cle or SQLServer, can be used through the CQN ports. 

IV. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FRAMEWORK 

The software realization of the framework was accom-
plished using a service-oriented Java infrastructure (Fig. 6). At 
the core is a JBOSS application server which serves as a con-
tainer for the modules and provides the communication back-
bone. The actual VM or PdM algorithms are plug-ins that can 
be written in MATLAB, R [23] or other languages. 
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Figure 6.  Software implementation of the framework and available services. 

The main components of the framework are: 
 JBOSS 7 Application Server Version [24] 
 JBPM 5 Engine to execute production workflows 

[24] 
 Oracle Database 11 [25] 
 Listeners 
 Clients 
 Software modules realized as Enterprise Java Beans 
 WEB-Service technology as the communication sys-

tem 
Production workflows tend to be more and more complex 

and JBPM allows to graphically organize these flows. JBPM is 
able to edit the flows and also provides an engine to execute 
workflows, according to input data, events and decisions along 
the execution path. The JBPM engine is integrated in the 
framework and API's allow to initiate such workflows. Exter-
nal programs (foreign applications) may register themselves as 
so called “listeners” to the framework to receive notifications 
upon occurring events. For example a maintenance manage-
ment system like SAP [26] should be notified in case the 
IMPROVE PdM module generates a maintenance request. Cli-
ent applications are active and connect to the IMPROVE mod-
ules and call their services. For example a station controller can 
initiate a dialogue to send the production data to the IMPROVE 
system and at the end of a production unit (a lot or a single 
wafer) it can initiate some VM or PdM calculation(s) and 
workflows. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST OF THE FRAMEWORK IN 

FAB ENVIRONMENTS 

The prototype of the IMPROVE framework was tested at 
three IC manufacturers’ sites, each applying different configu-

rations of the system. At Infineon Technologies, testing was 
performed on a PdM module. Here, at first a MATLAB-based 
PdM algorithm, described as EE application in section III, 
needs to be registered via the data operation port with the 
DAWN component and via the CQN registration port with the 
database. A fab specific data gathering adapter was implement-
ed to push new data from the internal FDC database via the 
data push port into the DAWN component and then via the 
SQL query and data manipulation port into IMPROVE data-
base. Any data push triggers this PdM algorithm using first the 
continuous query notification port and then the data operation 
port. Fig. 7 displays how data are loaded into a value table 
within the memory of the framework. 

Figure 7.  Data are transferred as value table between the IMPROVE 
database and the EE application (PdM algorithm at Infineon Technologies). 

This value table is then converted into a MATLAB matrix 
and passed to the MATLAB-based PdM algorithm. After the 
computation of the PdM algorithm the calculated output is 
again converted from a MATLAB matrix into a value table in 
the memory. Finally, the outcome is passed back via the data 
operation port to the DAWN component and then stored back 
into the database again via the SQL query and data manipula-
tion port. Now the calculated result can be assessed to trigger 
further actions. An example for these actions could be e-mail 
notifications to engineering staff, SAP maintenance requests or 
production equipment stops. 

At Micron, it was necessary to extend the existing fab in-
frastructure in order to implement PdM and VM algorithms 
and the framework and implementation solutions developed in 
IMPROVE met this expectations. In particular, the following 
solutions were provided by implementation of the framework 
which enabled the application of the emerging APC methodol-
ogies like PdM and VM: 

 Data bases were unified by merging data coming from 
different sources, e.g. from FDC and SPC data bases. 

 Advanced algorithms can be executed which was not 
supported on traditional APC systems. 

A Microsoft (MS) SQL Server [27] was chosen as database 
platform and a specific data loader was developed to merge 
data coming from two different FDC systems and two metrolo-
gy measurements. For the Micron architecture it is planned to 
have a separate platform called “development platform” for the 
activities of coding, maintenance, algorithm update and test, 
validation of code, and deployment (Fig. 8). 
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In this context, the platform is used to compile the algo-
rithms as Java package. With this specific platform, the integra-
tion of the algorithm passes through three phases: 

 Compilation of the VM/PdM modules to Java using 
the MATLAB environment, 

 Testing of the Java package for the dedicated Java ap-
plication, 

 Integration of the tested VM/PdM modules into the 
framework. 

The installation of the demo/prototype framework has been 
completed and results from ongoing test and validation studies 
are available. The framework was tested on VM and PdM algo-
rithms in dry-etch applications. These are the 

 prediction of a required electrostatic chuck change 
(PdM), 

 prediction of CD in a dry etch process (VM). 

Performance tests of these applications were conducted on 
different VM/PdM algorithms comparing the codes in 
MATLAB and Java language. The results are summarized in 
Table 1 and the excellent performance of the algorithms and 
framework response vs. the targeted values is clearly visible. 

TABLE I.  Test results for VM and PdM applications at Micron, Agrate, 
Italy, applying the IMPROVE framework. 

Applica-
tion 

Algo-
rithm 

Response time 

Target MATLAB Java 
Frame-
work 

PdM 
Gamma 
Filter 

minutes < 7 sec < 10 sec < 39 sec 

VM Lasso 
(periodi-

cally) 
< 1 sec < 2 sec < 1 sec 

VM 
Predic-

tion 
minutes < 1 sec < 2 sec < 1 sec 

The use case at austriamicrosystems’ 200 mm wafer fab is 
to trigger a maintenance action to replace the source of a medi-
um current implanter. The source is a consumable with a life-
time of one to two weeks depending on the process mix. To 

perform maintenance at the latest possible time but before the 
source breaks can significantly reduce operation costs and tool 
downtime. A statistical model which describes the source deg-
radation in terms of “remaining lifetime” was already devel-
oped within the IMPROVE project in close cooperation with 
Graz University of Technology. It is available as a plug-in pro-
grammed within the open source statistics package R. 

Using adaptors the real time FDC data from the implanter 
can be pushed into the framework and to the PdM module 
where the projected remaining lifetime is calculated. This result 
is then handed over to the framework and transferred to the 
existing production SPC system where the data are visualized 
and used to trigger further actions. In our case an e-mail alarm 
automatically informed the responsible engineer 48 hours 
ahead of the projected breakdown and maintenance could be 
planned accordingly. 

The whole configuration was successfully tested in the 24/7 
production environment over two months achieving overall 
delay rates in the order of 25 seconds. This response time is 
completely satisfactory for PdM applications. Anyway, most of 
the delay time is generated by the provisional adaptors used to 
connect to the fab infrastructure. The response time of the 
framework including the PdM module is around three seconds 
(Fig. 9). 

Figure 9.  Response time as tested in production environment at 
austriamicrosystems. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Within the ENIAC project “IMPROVE”, a new framework 
for the implementation of VM and PdM as new control entities 
into existing fab-environments was developed, implemented 
and successfully tested. The development of the framework 
was targeted at the realization of a generic and reusable frame-
work solution which is compliant to a wide range of standards 
and is compatible with different programming languages for 
algorithm realization. On a conceptual level, VM and PdM 
were defined as EE applications and the EES was modeled as 
component system in UML. To enable a highly modular struc-
ture and to be able to achieve configurability at run-time, a 
service-oriented methodology was selected for reifying of static 

Figure 8.  Framework implementation at Micron, Agrate, Italy. 
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components and plug-ins. With this approach, the conceptual 
architecture can be mapped to the real-world fab infrastructures 
where the IMPROVE framework acts as a transparency layer 
between the different fab architectures and the EE application 
modules (VM, PdM). The software realization of the frame-
work was accomplished applying a service-oriented Java infra-
structure which provides capabilities for the storage of fab data 
and prediction results but also interfacing to other data sources 
and fab-applications. The software was implemented and tested 
on VM and PdM applications at three IC manufacturers’ sites. 
The generic structure of the framework enabled specific im-
plementations and extensions to the framework. Good perfor-
mance of the framework system was obtained achieving re-
sponse times below from 1 s to 60 s depending on the specific 
application and fab environment. 
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